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Friday
“I don’t see what’s so funny?”
“Really,” Dr. Egerton continued to force a thin dry chuckle. “Because I think it’s
pretty funny. Don’t you feel funny even saying it?”
“No I do not feel funny saying it,“ XienCheng spat back with disdain. “Because it
isn’t funny. It isn’t funny at all. Do you have any idea how much money the Ceres
mine lost last week?”
“I have no idea,” Egerton shifted in his chair and wondered how much longer this
was going to take.
“Well, I can tell you. I have the numbers right here…” XienCheng jammed at the
conference room screen with his fat fingers; they looked less like fingers and more like
poorly made sausages that had been left out on the counter too long. “It’s in here
somewheres,” the husky administrator continued his search, rubbing a cheap vodka
hangover out of his neck with his free hand. This precarious tapping and rubbing
position exposed XienCheng’s stomach. It jutted over his straining belt in a manner
that was both reckless and embarrassing.
Egerton looked away and scanned the ridiculously small conference room. It had
everything you’d expect from a new office plaza hastily constructed in the sprawl of
satellites and stations that ringed Earth. New carpet, gleaming table, faux leather chairs
even glasses and a perspiring pitcher of deceptively clear water.
But why did it have to be so small? Egerton thought to himself. And small it was.
The room barely fit Egerton and XienCheng. They were knee to knee. It was a
ludicrous doll house version of big business and Egerton wanted to leave. The smell of
the new carpet and the smell of the fat administrator were both getting to him.
“Here it is. Yes. Yes. Here it is,” XienCheng was pleased with himself. But then
his voice turned grave when he read the number, “2.5 billion Euros. And that’s just
one week. So you can see Dr. Egerton that this is no laughing matter I assure you.
That’s why we need your help. That’s why Shanwei said I should talk to you.”
“Yeah I know Shanwei told me all about this but I didn’t think he was being
serious.”
“We can end this meeting right now Dr. Egerton. We need you to do a job. If you
want to do it…fine. We’ll pay you. If you don’t want to do it then let me get back to
my day.” XienCheng folded his flabby arms and cocked his head to the side. “I have
too many things to do already.”

Egerton shifted again. “Shanwei told me that you want me to go to your asteroid
mine out on Ceres to find out why your bots have all started going to church on
Sunday.”
“That’s right. We don’t know why and we can’t stop it. It’s costing us….well you
know how much it’s costing us.”
“But I don’t understand what you think I can do?” Egerton asked truthfully.
“Shanwei said you’re the robot guy. He said you’re some irrational robot expert
that knows all about this stuff.”
“That was a long time ago.”
“Dr. Egerton either you want the job or not…” XienCheng’s face flushed with a
deep futile anger.
“Wait. Wait. Wait. I already told Shanwei I’d do the job for him. I don’t know
why you’re getting so upset. Didn’t he tell you?”
XienCheng’s jowls flushed an embarrassed hue. “Well no. I uh….he must
have…I didn’t…”
“He said I was supposed to come to you to get my ticket or something like that or
maybe you were going to get me a private shuttle. His phone wasn’t good. He said he
was going to Mars.”
XienCheng went quiet and started to sweat. The moisture raised along his hairline
in neat military rows as if it the beads were trying to frame his face. “I can get you on a
shuttle tomorrow morning. Will that work for you?”
“Yes,” Egerton stood up; worried his head would hit the ceiling and made for the
door.

Saturday
“I always get the crap jobs,” Nigel Kempwright said running his fingers across his teeth.
He was young, not more than twenty-eight, and had the habit constantly sifting in a
lazy fidget. “I mean nothing against you and all but look at this shuttle. It’s crap.
What are we farmers?” Kempwright flicked the fraying chest belts that held them into
the transport shuttle’s seats. “What we couldn’t even go commercial?”
Egerton didn’t reply. Kempwright had been talking the entire trip and quickly
Egerton had learned that he didn’t need to respond. Most of Kempwright’s questions
seemed to be to some all-knowing, all-seeing being that for some reason was bent on
giving him crappy shuttle seats and poorly cooked Pad Thai with chicken.
“What is all this nonsense about mining bots going to church on Sundays?”
Kempwright tugged on his shaggy blond hair. “Are they serious? I mean really. Are
they serious? Who’s the bright guy who can’t just reprogram them or something?”
“They tried that I think,” Egerton replied. “It didn’t work. I guess everything
they’ve tried hasn’t worked.”
“Well yeah,” Kempwright shifted again, adjusting his disheveled and wrinkled suit.
Everything about Kempwright was wrinkled and disheveled, except for his attitude.
He reeked of a superiority that only the Americans or the Chinese could pull off these
days. He felt that he was smarter than everyone. That everyone he met was an idiot
and the fact that he was stuck on a sub-standard industry shuttle hurdling towards a
podunk asteroid mine was simply the idiotic oversight of a lazy and insufficient
supreme being.

“So what do they want you to do?” Egerton asked. He had been told that
Kempwright was his body guard against the bots but the doctor has his doubts.
“Keep you from getting killed,” Kempwright answered matter-of-factly. “They
pulled me off an embassy job for this. I mean come on. Can you imagine?”
Egerton chose not to reply. The pair sat quiet for a while as the shuttle bucked and
smashed its way into a clumsy decent to the mine’s shuttle port.
“What do you want to do when we get there?” Egerton asked.
“I don’t know,” Kemptwright replied, “you’re supposed to be the multiple
personality expert with bots right?”
“Well…”
“What the hell does that mean anyway?” Kempwright continued. “I mean yeah
yeah yeah I get the whole deal about AI and intelligent agents but what are you some
kind of robot psychologist?” Kempwright rubbed his left shoulder and re-crossed his
legs.
“No,” Egerton replied. “Far from it. I’m just a…”
“How long do you think this is going to take,” Kempwright interrupted, scratching
his head with both hands. “I have a poker game with a couple of Swedes on Monday
that I can’t miss. Plus you know they didn’t give you no time at all. They’re sending
another shuttle to get us at 13:00 hours local time, Sunday. You’d better figure this all
out. You don’t have much time. That shuttles our only way out of here. It’s not on the
transit plan.”
Finishing its descent with a spine-rattling slam, their shuttle cut power and let its
engines cool.
“So you’re my bodyguard,” Egerton began. “Is the mine really that worried about
my safety that they…” Egerton began.
“Yes,” Kempwright interrupted. “The mine is really that worried.”
***

Illustration 1. Arriving at the Piazzi Mine

“On behalf of the Piazzi Mine we want to welcome you to our facility,” the
security bot said in a calm voice as it led the two men from the shuttle. “I think you’ll
find that our operation is one of the best you will see.”
Kempwright jabbed Egerton in the ribs and gave a sarcastic grin.
“XienCheng said that you are to have complete access to the mine for the next 48
hours,” the bot continued. “If we can be of any assistance don’t hesitate to ask.”
“We’ve been sent to do a review of the mine’s operations for the yearly board of
director’s meeting,” Egerton held to the cover story he had been given. It seemed silly
but he saw no reason not to play along.
“Yes,” the calm voice replied. “If you’ll follow me, I’ll take you to the hotel.
Those are all your bags correct?”
“Yes,” Egerton answered.

The Piazzi mine looked like any other outdated asteroid mine that was making too
much money to be shut down for upgrades. It was because the conditions were so
dangerous that they had to shift the labor over completely to bots; too many casualties.
Most of the human miners could only last a few months. With the bots doing the work
the mine could produce even more with a speedy and violent efficiency.
“Everything looks fine,” Egerton said to himself, almost surprised at how normal
the placed looked. He didn’t know what he was expecting but he certainly was
expecting something.
“Yep,” Kempwright replied, “It’s just a mine. Loaders, haulers. Looks like the
main shaft is over there.” He pointed to the hub of activity. “Place kind of smells a
little bit but I guess you bots don’t really care about that huh?”
The security bot didn’t reply.
Everything looked normal.
Egerton imagined the AI agent sub-systems
orchestrating every action of the various bots and machines; reacting to the mine’s
changing conditions, updating, correcting, always taking in information and reacting.
When Egerton thought of the dirty little mine in that way it was quite delicate and
beautiful; hardware and software dancing elegantly together.
“This is our only hotel at the mine,” the security bot said stopping in front of a
small shabby trailer. “It doesn’t get much use as you can imagine.”
The automatic doors hissed open and Egerton could see another bot waiting for
them inside.
“And what’s that?” Kempwright asked, still standing on the narrow street. He
pointed to a massive warehouse directly opposite the mine’s main shaft.
Egerton stepped back out into the street and instantly saw the massive structure. It
stood out not because of its size but because it was spotless in a swarm of grime.
“That is the church,” the security bot replied calmly.

Illustration 2. The robots’ church from a far.

***
“You’re little buddy Kemp-what’s-his-name is going to get himself in serious
double-dookie-poopie,” the woman slurred her words. She was obviously drunk and
she had obviously been waiting outside of Egerton’s hotel room door for some time.

“Wha?” was all Egerton could manage in his surprise. First off seeing another
human after spending the day surrounded by bots was strange enough but finding one
waiting for you in the hallway of your hotel in the middle of the night, well that was
just nuts.
“Before you get all weird and worried and stuff don’t…” she shook her head and
held out her hand. “I’m Sue Kenyon, I’m the Ops Manager here and yes I know I’m
drunk so don’t bother wondering. I’m drunk. I’m very drunk and I’m going to get
drunker.”
“Ok,” Egerton was still at a loss for words as he shook her thin hard hand.
“And you Dr. Egerton are going to get drunk with me,” she tightened her grip and
pulled him down the hall with her. Sue was rail-thin but incredibly strong.
“But I don’t drink,” Egerton protested.
“Don’t worry honey, I can do enough drinking for the both of us.” She led him
two rooms down to an open door. It was a dual use operations center and living
quarters. “Great place huh?” Sue picked up a glass and waved it around the room.
“This is all I get. Damn bots got everything else.”
“Are you the only person out here?” Egerton asked. “I didn’t see anyone else
today when we were looking around.”
“Yeah it’s just me,” Sue tossed the rest of her drink down her throat and searched
for the bottle. “But you’re gonna help me with that, right? You’ve got to get me out of
here. You’ve got to do something.”
“I don’t think there’s anything I can do,” Egerton replied. “I mean…”
“No, you don’t get it man,” Sue found the Jack Daniels and filled the glass to the
rim. Sipping loudly she continued, “They killed Suri. They killed him. Those security
bots. Those are the ones you have to look out for.”
“That’s the first time I’ve heard that,” Egerton sat down on the arm of Sue’s sofa.
“Why would they kill him?”
“Of course you didn’t hear anything you idiot. What you think the mine is going
to tell people that their bots are killing their Ops managers?” Sue took another long
drink of whiskey. “Plus it was their fault…the mine’s fault. I think they told Suri to do
something about the bots.”
“What did they tell him to do?”
“I don’t know. Suri wouldn’t tell me, but he started doing dumb stuff like poking
around, you know. Stuff out of the ordinary. The bots hate that. They know
somethings up. That’s why your little friend Kemp-whatever should watch himself.”
“Nigel went to bed hours ago.”
Sue finished her whiskey. “That’s what you think.” She reached for the bottle
again but lost her balance and stumbled drunkenly to the floor. Egerton moved to help
her but she stopped him. “I don’t need your damn help. This is right where I want to
be. The getting blotto I mean. But you can see now that you’ve gots to gets me out of
here right? You get that now right? I mean I don’t do anything anymore. I’m just
trapped here trying to keep things running normal. But they aren’t normal. But I can’t
do anything or they’ll…” Sue grabbed for the bottle but couldn’t reach it. “You’ve got
to help me.”
“I still don’t know what you think I can do,” Egerton stood up, ready to leave. He
didn’t want to watch this woman drink anymore.
“But you’re the crazy robot guy right? I mean not that you’re crazy but you
understand the robots when they’re crazy or have multipp…multippp…multiple
personalities or something. Wow, that was hard to get out.”

“Everyone keeps saying that,” Egerton replied shaking his head. “But you people
know I’m not a robotocist right? I’m just a professor. I did some work a few years
back about introducing irrationality and multiple personalities into intelligent agents,
you know the AI agents that run most of these bots and the software here.”
“Can you pass me the bottle?” Sue interrupted.
“Forget it,” Egerton passed her the bottle and headed for the door.
“No, don’t stop,” Sue said a little too loudly. “I just wanted the stupid bottle.
Don’t throw a hissy fit. Keep going. Irrationality into intelligent agents I get it. Go
on.”
Egerton let out a long breath. “It doesn’t matter. Anyway it showed that
irrationality in the system allowed the system to survive better, to solve new problems
faster…stuff like that.”
“Sounds to me like you’re the crazy robot guy like they all said.” She poured
another glass to the rim and began sipping loudly.
The smell of the whiskey and the smell of this woman turned Egerton’s stomach.
“Please don’t drink that,” he said finally. “Don’t you think you’ve had enough? I
know you must be under a lot of stress…”
Sue laughed in her whiskey and blew it across the floor. Wiping the back of her
hand across her face she replied, “Oh that’s sweet. You think…” She gave a low, very
sober sounding chuckle. “You think I’m getting drunk ‘cause I’m stressed? That’s
sweet. You’re sweet. You’re a sweet kid.”
“I’m sorry if I…”Egerton tried to apologize.
“No honey, you don’t get it. You don’t get it at all.” She took a long drink of
what was left in the glass. “I’m not getting loaded ‘cause I’m stressed. I don’t even
like this junk but you see I’ve got a bad heart. I won’t bore you with the details, but
it’s bad. Real bad. And before they shipped me out here they fixed me up great with
one of those new pace makers. You know the ones that do all that new stuff.”
“Ok.” Egerton didn’t see where she was going with the story.
“Well, I don’t know how much you know about this new thing-a-ma-gig,” she
patted her chest. “But it’s all high tech with nanos and nano bots and crazy future
stuff.”
“Oh that’s good,” Egerton said trying to get her to finish her story so he could find
a way to leave.
“No honey, you see that’s the problem. What do you think happens when all these
damn bots up here go to that stupid church on Sunday? It’s not just the mining bots
that are going. Oh no. It’s all the freakin’ little guys too,” she tapped her chest. “It’s
their day of rest. They don’t do anything and if I’m not passed out drunk unconscious
come Sunday services them I’m dead.” She gave him a trapped and angry grin then
drank from the bottle.
“I’m sorry,” Egerton said slowly. “I didn’t realize.”
“You have to get me out of here,” she replied before emptying the bottle.

Sunday
Egerton woke to the sound of rain coming through the window of his small hotel room.
He listened to its listless patter as he slowly opened his eyes and sat up in bed.
Quickly Egerton saw that it wasn’t rain the he had been listening to. He smashed
his fist against his mouth to keep from screaming and held it there to force back the

vomit. Three feet from the foot of his bed, nailed against the hotel room wall was the
crucified body if Nigel Kempwright. His throat had been slit and the rain that Egerton
had heard were the last drops of Kempwright’s blood dripping from his toes to the floor.
“Oh God,” Egerton whispered. Stiff with panic he slid out of the bed, grabbed his
clothes and opened the door. The entire time he kept his eyes on a single drop of blood
wavering on the big toe of Kempwright’s left foot. Egerton couldn’t bear to look
anywhere else. Before the drop fell, Egerton was out of the room and running for Sue
Kenyon’s room.
“Sue!” Egerton pounded on the door. “Sue! Hey Sue, open up.”
There was no response. He tried the knob and it opened easily.
“Sue,” he said pushing into the room.
Sue Kenyon lay passed out on the floor about where Egerton had left her last night.
He tried to wake her but it was no use. Next to her body was a massive alarm clock set
to wake her at 12:01am Monday morning. It’s way too early in the morning, she had
said, but I’ll have one whopper of a hang-over to take care of.
The alarm clock read 12:35pm. He had less of a half an hour to get to the shuttle
port and meet the shuttle or he would be trapped at the mine.
***
The first thing Egerton noticed as he ran from the hotel was the silence. His foot
steps echoed. The previous day the mine thundered with activity but now all was still.
There was no noise, no motion, no activity at all. The mine was deserted.
Making his way to the shuttle port, Egerton had expected the worst. He would be
chased by security bots, menaced by industrial loaders, all hell-bent on stopping his
escape. But none of it was true. There were no bots in sight and he made it to the port
in five minutes.
Waiting for the shuttle, he scanned the mine with fresh eyes. No longer panicked
but still rattled from Kempwright’s grisly murder, he saw that the entire facility had
been cleaned overnight; tidied up while the security bots were silently screwing
Kempwright’s body to his wall. They had crucified Kempwright while Egerton has
slept only a few feet away. The image made him nauseous once again.
But why did they crucify him? Egerton’s weary mind raced. Was it a warning?
Were they trying to protect themselves? It didn’t make any sense.
Egerton stared at the massive church across the silent mine. He had fifteen
minutes before the shuttle would arrive. That was just enough time to satisfy his
curiosity.
***
It was the silence that really bothered Egerton. More than the danger, more than
image of Kempwright’s body, it was the pristine serenity of the mine that most
unnerved him. The church’s massive sliding doors that had once had been used to
house cargo containers and raw material storage had been cleaned and painted and left
slightly ajar. Egerton approached the church like a starving animal to a well laid trap.
The church was larger than he had expected. The calm air smelled of industrial
lubricant and electricity. Across the expanse hung a fifty foot electric-yellow cross,
crudely constructed out of two mine support beams. Lined up in front of the cross, in
massive neat rows was every bot from the Piazzi mine.

Moving down the center aisle, Egerton could see it wasn’t just the ambulatory bots,
the ones that moved freely that had come. It was all the robots. Even the massive
diggers had been unbolted from the mine shafts and carried in; the wheel-less, the
legless, the immobile; no bot had been left behind. Egerton found himself searching
the air for signs of the unseen nano-bots.
Stopping mid-way up the aisle, Egerton knew he had to get back to catch the
shuttle. Easing back to the door with quiet reverent steps, he searched the bots for any
sign of activity. Their optical scanners were closed, their activity lights dimmed.
Nothing moved, nothing stirred. It was so still that Egerton could hear the blood
coursing through his ears.

Illustration 3. Sunday inside the robots’ church.

Monday
“That’s not what I’m saying,” Egerton shifted in his chair and banged his knee into
XienCheng’s leg. He was back in the insanely small conference room with the
ridiculously pudgy admin.
“Well, then I guess we aren’t understanding each other then because it sounds like
you’re tell me that our mining bots now somehow believe in God.” XienCheng’s jowls
shook with frustration.
“It’s not that,” Egerton tried again. “It’s not God. They don’t believe in God.
They believe in going to church, in the action of going to church.”
“But that doesn’t make any sense,” XienCheng interrupted.
“Yes!” Egerton slammed his hand down on the table. “Now you’re getting it.”
XienCheng drew back in an awkward fear. “No. No, I’m not.”
“They aren’t doing anything in the church,” Egerton explained. “They aren’t
worshiping God or saying prayers or holding a service; they’re just going to church.
It’s the action and it’s not supposed to make sense. That’s the point. For some reason
they latched onto the idea but now they need it. It keeps them safe.”
“So we have to reprogram them…” XienCheng threw his hands up in the air.

“They’re already killed two men that I know of,” Egerton replied. “I really don’t
think you should do that.”
“Then what should we do. You’re the expert. Tell us what to do,” XienCheng
pointed his fat, ill-formed sausage finder at Egerton.
“Nothing.”
“What?”
“Nothing,” Egerton said again. “You do nothing. It’s not like you have a choice
anyway. You can’t afford to close the mine down to make any changes. I’ve already
told Shanwei.”
“Hmmmf,” XienCheng was out ranked and scratched his belly in weak defiance.
“Besides, bots going to church is really the least of your worries,” Egerton added.
“What do you mean doctor?” XienCheng wanted the meeting to be over.
Egerton tapped the conference room screen and pulled up the day’s newsfeed from
FNN. “This,” he said pointing at the screen that read Strange Structure Discovered on
Bush Memorial Moon Base.
“I’ve seen that,” XienCheng lied. “I don’t see what that’s got to do with
anything?”
“That’s your base isn’t it?” Egerton smiled.
“Yes.”
“Well that,” Egerton pointed at the picture of the Strange Structure found at the
Moon base. “That XienCheng is a roller coaster. Your bots are building an amusement
park on your Moon base. If you think bots going to church each Sunday are a problem,
just wait ‘til you have to deal with bots that want to ride roller coasters and want to take
long fun-filled vacations.”
XienCheng shook his thick head, “But that doesn’t make…”
“But that doesn’t make any sense,” Egerton interrupted. “I know it doesn’t make
any sense. That’s what I’m trying to tell you. That’s the point.”

